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The dramatically growing mobile communication industry necessitates the demand for the speedy and error-free connectivity at
considerably low cost for the billions of users. This is made possible only through the technological advancements that replace
the current 4G wireless systems by 5G. Massive MIMO is the key technology used in 5G that offers spectral efficiency of up to 3
times and throughput of up to 10 times the current 4G. The additional antennas used in massive MIMO systems help in many
ways but lack in complexity. Hence, in this paper, we propose two design methodologies to reduce the complexity of massive
MIMO systems. The first one is the design of low-complexity hybrid precoder based on Zero-Forcing (ZF) precoding algorithm
and Neumann series approximation. The second one is the design of flexible, environment friendly, simple 128-element antenna
array at the frequency of 2.4GHz using inkjet printing technology. The substrate used for printing is the “glossy paper” with
dielectric constant of 2.31, and the ink used is silver nanoparticle ink with conductivity of 35,700,000 s/m. The element used for
the formation of array is the z-shaped coplanar waveguide (CPW) monopole antenna. The performance of the proposed designs
is evaluated in terms of probability of error for the hybrid precoding algorithm and radiation characteristics like gain, directivity,
and return loss for the printed antenna design.

1. Introduction

The future of wireless networks is in the hands of technol-
ogies that provide good quality, intense security, and
improved reliability. The most promising 5G wireless stan-
dards are expected to satisfy all the above requirements by
providing higher data rate, low latency between radio links,
and minimal power consumption than the existing network.
Though the above-mentioned performance targets do not
need to be met simultaneously, they provide the basis for
the Gbits/s user experience for 5G networks [1–3].

The large-scale (massive) MIMO is one of the promising
technologies that can meet the above performance targets in
which a central node (base station) with antennas in the
order of 100’s serves multiple users (mobile terminals) with
single or small number of antennas [4–7]. When the number
of base station (BS) antennas M grows very large or tends
to infinity, the effects of noise and fast fading present in
the channel vanish [8]. IncreasingM also makes the diagonal
elements of the Gram matrix (G =HHH) more dominant for

the given channel matrix H. This implies that the channels of
the independent users become orthogonal which completely
eliminates the interuser interference. But for practical sys-
tems with M≪∞, the Inter-user interference can be miti-
gated by applying precoding techniques at the transmitter
side. But the major problem associated with this system is
its complexity due to the large dimensional matrices that
changes frequently at the rate proportional to the channel’s
Doppler spread. Hence, in this paper, we propose two design
approaches to simplify the complexity issue: the first one is
the low-complexity hybrid precoding algorithm and the sec-
ond one is the design of antenna array using simple and
cheap inkjet printing technology.

The first part of this paper is the design of low-complexity
hybrid precoding algorithm for massive MIMO systems.
Among various precoding algorithms available, the hybrid
precoding has gained more attention in the recent times
due to its complexity and cost trade-offs [9]. The drawback
of pure digital precoding is the requirement of dedicated RF
modules for each of the BS antennas. Since the array size of
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the massive MIMO system is typically large, digital precoding
becomes more complex in terms of area, cost, and power
limitations. But the hybrid precoder architecture shown
in Figure 1 groups the transmitting antenna elements into
anumberof subarraymodules [10].Hence, separate RF chains
are assigned for each subarray module rather than individual
antenna element which reduces the cost of the system
considerably. Hybrid precoder combines a low-dimensional
baseband precoder (digital) with a high-dimensional RF
precoder (analog). The digital precoder controls the signal
supplied to the RF precoder by the complex weight matrix
WD, and the complex analog weight matrix WA of the RF
precoder controls the phase shift network of the antenna
array. More extensive research works have been carried out
on developing hybrid precoding algorithms in [9–12]. All
these works devise various hybrid algorithms for massive
antenna systems based on computationally intensive block
diagonalization and eigenvalue decomposition methods.
Though plenty of works evolved to reduce the complexity
of these methods, their implementation in hardware is not
feasible as they deal with lot of division operations. Since the
hardware like FPGAs are more friendly with MAC (multiply
and accumulate) operations, we propose here a hardware
friendly zero forcing (ZF) algorithm-based [13] hybrid pre-
coder. Though ZF algorithm is simple, the matrix inversion
associated with this algorithm is highly expensive as the
number of user antennas increases. Thus, the complexity of
the ZF algorithm is greatly reduced by replacing large-scale
matrix inversion by low-complexity Neumann series-based
approximation [14].

The second part of the work introduces a simple,
low-cost, environment friendly antenna design for mas-
sive MIMO systems using inkjet printing technology
[15]. The performance of the design is verified using
CST MWS tool. The ink used for printing is silver nanopar-
ticle ink, and substrate used for printing is the flexible 2D
“glossy paper.”

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the low-complexity hybrid precoding algo-
rithm and its performance characteristics simulated using
MATLAB. Then, the antenna design using inkjet printing
technology and its performance using CST MWS is dis-
cussed in Section 3.

2. Low-Complexity Hybrid Precoder Design

2.1. System Description. Consider the downlink massive
MIMO system where a base station (BS) with M transmit
antennas communicates with K mobile users equipped with
single receiving antenna. The modulated data vector m
intended for K users is represented as

m = m1 m2 … mK
T ∈ ℂK×1 1

This modulated data vector is first processed by N×K
digital precoder WD followed by N number of RF chains.
Here, we critically assume that the proposed precoder
architecture requires at least K number of RF chains

(N=K) to enable multistream data transmission of K users.
The output of the digital precoder is carried over by the
respective RF chains and converted into analog domain.
Next, they are processed byM×N RF precoderWA that con-
trols the phase angle of the phase shifters connected to each
of the antenna elements. Thus, the M× 1 precoded data
vector is expressed as [16]

s =Wm =WAWDm, 2

where s = s1 s2 … sM
T ∈ℂM×1 In (2), the data vec-

tor m is transformed into the symbol vector s by means of
the linear precoder matrix W. Here, the weight matrix W of
size M×K is split into two as WD and WA This precoded
data vector s is then transmitted over the MIMO channel H
that yields

y =Hs + n, 3

where y ∈ℂK×1 is the data vector received by K single
antenna users, n is the white Gaussian noise of unit var-
iance, zero mean, and H = HT

1 HT
2 … HT

K
T ∈ℂK×M

whereHk ∈ℂ1×M is the channel gain of the kth user with sin-
gle antenna. If each user is equipped with NU number of
antennas rather than single, the channel gain of each user is
given by Hk ∈ℂNU×M Thus, the received signal at the kth
user terminal is given by [17]

yk =HkWkmk + 〠
K

i=1,i≠k
HiWimi + n 4

The first term in above expression is the desired signal of
the intended user, the second term is the interference from
other users, and the last term n is the noise added by the
channel. As massive MIMO significantly reduces the effects
of channel noise and fast fading effects, the interference due
to other users (interuser interference) need to be taken care.
Zero forcing (ZF) is one technique of linear precoding in
which the precoding matrix is the optimal solution obtained
by forcing the interuser interference in each of the user termi-
nals to zero. In (4), by forcing the second term that denotes
the interuser interference to zero, we obtain the solution for
W as given below [17].

W =HH HHH −1 5

The above equation can now be represented using Gram
matrix G as

W =HHG−1, 6

where Gram matrix G =HHH ∈ℂK×K and substituting the
above equation of W in (2) we get the precoded data vector

s =HHG−1m 7
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To obtain the precoded data vector s given in (7),
the steps involved in the ZF precoder are Gram matrix
computation G, inversion of Gram matrix G−1, multiplica-
tion of G−1 with m and HH While implementing the above
structure in hardware, the Grammatrix computation module
and multiplication module requires less complex tasks
since they need only multiplier modules that can easily
be implemented in hardware MAC units. But the inverse
computation module requires division operation that is
highly infeasible in hardware. Hence, finding G−1 is compu-
tationally challenging, especially, when the dimension of
the matrix is quite high [8]. Thus, we aim to reduce the com-
plexity of the ZF precoding algorithm by replacing direct
inversion by simple mathematical approximations such as
Neumann series.

2.2. Low-Complexity Hybrid Precoding Algorithm. According
to [14], G−1 in (7) is approximated using Neumann series as

G−1 ≈ 〠
L

n=0
I − Z−1G nZ−1, 8

where I is the identity matrix of size K and matrix Z is an
initial approximation of G, mostly it is chosen as the diag-
onal matrix containing the diagonal elements of G and
hence much easier to invert. Computing (8) requires L−1
matrix multiplications where L is the order of the polyno-
mial. Here, (8) reaches equality as L tends to infinity and
the convergence rate is initiated by the correct selection of
Z. Using the above stated approximation, the RF precoder
matrix WA is obtained first with the knowledge of channel
matrix H as given below

WA =HHG−1 ≈HH 〠
L

n=0
I − Z−1G nZ−1 9

Once the RF precoder WA is found, we can readily
find the digital precoding matrix WD from the ZF algorithm
given in (5) as

WD =Hd
H HdHd

H −1, 10

where Hd is the effective channel gain of the digital precoder
by assuming fixed analog precoder. Hence, the effective

channel including the analog precoder WA is given as Hd =
HWA Then, substituting in (10) yields

WD = HWA
H HWA HWA

H −1 11

As we know that HWA
H =WA

HHH (conjugate trans-
pose property) the above equation becomes

WD =WA
HHH HWAWA

HHH −1 12

The inversion operation in (12) is also approximated
using Neumann approximation. Finally, the RF and digital
precoders can be designed using the relations (10) and (12),
respectively, for the hybrid precoder architecture.

The proposed algorithm which is based on ZF algo-
rithm can also be extended for the downlink system with
users equipped with NU number of antennas instead of sin-
gle antenna [17]. This yields the complex channel matrix of
size KNU×M which in turn expands the corresponding
precoder matrix size by an amount of NU. Hence, the
demand for the low-complexity algorithms is higher as
the size of the matrix grows.

M/N 

M/N 

Subarray N

Subarray 1

RF precoder
(analog)
WA

RF chain-1

RF chain-N

m2

mK

m1

Baseband
precoder
(digital)
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the hybrid precoder structure.
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Figure 2: BER performance of hybrid precoding in urban micro cell
scenario for 128× 8 massive MIMO system.
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2.3. Simulation Results. This subsection illustrates the
BER performance of the proposed Neumann series-
based hybrid precoding algorithm, and comparisons are
made with direct inversion-based digital precoding. The
performance is evaluated for a massive MIMO downlink
system with BS equipped with M=128 uniform linear
antenna array with antenna spacing of d=λ/2 serving
K=8 mobile users. The above system requires the knowl-
edge of downlink channel matrix H of size K ×M for the
computation of precoding matrices WA and WD This com-
plex channel matrix is simulated using WINNER phase-II
[18] model.
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Figure 3: Radiation pattern of the antenna array with 16 subarrays in rectangular geometry.
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Figure 4: Radiation pattern of the ULA with 16 subarrays.

Table 1: Properties of ink and substrate used for printing.

Ink properties

Viscosity 2.3mPa·sec
Surface tension 35mN/m

Conductivity 35,700,000 S/m

“Glossy paper” substrate properties

Relative permittivity 4.01

Loss tangent 0.07

Dielectric constant 2.31

Thickness 0.1mm
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The simulations are carried out for a propagation sce-
nario of urban micro cell where both BS and MSs are
surrounded by uniform distribution of scatterers located
in an elliptical region covering the entire street accommodat-
ing both BS and mobile stations (MS). The coverage area of
BS is chosen as 500 meters with the antenna heights well
below the surrounding buildings. Data sequences are gener-
ated randomly and mapped using 16-QAM to obtain m.
The modulated symbols are multiplied with WA and WD
to get s. Then, s is transmitted through the channel where
it is added with zero mean, unit variance Gaussian noise
to obtain y. The error performance is calculated for the sys-
tem described above, and Figure 2 shows the performance
of Neumann-based hybrid precoding for order L=1 and 2.
The simulation results clearly exhibit that the error perfor-
mance reaches the optimal value of ZF precoding (direct
inversion based) as L increases.

3. Massive MIMO Antenna Design

3.1. Background Knowledge of Antenna Array. Considering
the points discussed above to facilitate the hybrid precoder
architecture for massive MIMO system, it is required to
divide the antenna elements into subarray modules. Each of
these subarray modules is fed by dedicated RF chains, thus
reducing the number of RF chains required by individual
antenna element. The geometry of array and the number of
subarray elements have a major impact on the radiation
characteristics of the system. For massive MIMO systems to
support multiuser transmission, multiple beams are needed
to focus on each user. The results simulated in MATLAB
shown below depicts the radiation pattern of 64 and 128
antenna arrays with 16 subarray modules where each subar-
ray comprises 4 and 8 elements, respectively. From the
results, it is evident that the rectangular array provides multi-
beam radiation characteristics with the number of beams
almost equal to the number of elements in the subarray.
The higher the number of elements in the subarray, the larger
is the number of beams. Thus, the array geometry and
number of subarray elements clearly decide on the radia-
tion pattern of the massive antenna array. From Figures 3
and 4, it is clear that the uniform linear array (ULA)

geometry of subarrays produces many ripples with no con-
siderable main beams, as in the case of rectangular geome-
try, which produces multiple beams with reasonable gain.
Hence, to support multibeam transmission of 5G wireless
applications, rectangular geometry of subarrays is preferred
over linear pattern.

3.2. Printed Antenna Array Design-Simulation Results.
Next, we focus on the design of 128-element massive
antenna array in a more effective, flexible way using inkjet
printing technology. The operating frequency of the pro-
posed design is 2.4GHz as this lies in the frequency range
used for the typical mobile radio communication world-
wide. The substrate used for printing is the cheap, readily
available, environmental friendly material “glossy paper.”
The major advantage of this material is its flexibility to
various applications. The ink used for printing is the con-
ductive silver nanoparticle ink having conductivity of
35,700,000 S/m. The properties of the ink and paper sub-
strate are given in Table 1.

Figure 5(a) shows the design Z-shaped monopole ele-
ment with the dimensions given in [15], and Figure 5(b)
depicts the 128-element massive array. This arrangement is
having 16 subarrays with each subarray integrated with 8
Z-shaped elements. The subarray spacing of the proposed
design is 10mm. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) plot the return loss
characteristics over the frequency range of 2–6GHz for
the antenna array and single element, respectively. It is
seen that the S1,1 value is considerably less than 14 dB over
the frequency range of interest in both plots. The notch at
2.4GHz is clearly visible in both plots. The graphs shown
in Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are the 2D model of the gain
radiation pattern at phi = 0 and 90 degrees, respectively.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) depict 3D model of gain and directivity
pattern. From all these, it is clear that the proposed design
exhibits a reasonably high gain of around 27.3 dB at the fre-
quency of 2.4GHz with the beamwidth of 7.5 degrees at
phi = 0 degrees. This proposed design outperforms the recent
microstrip massive antenna array design printed on LTCC
substrate whose gain is just 7 dB [19]. Thus, the proposed
inkjet-printed antenna array produces nearly 20 dB gain
improvement over the previous work.

xz
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yz
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Figure 5: (a) Single Z-shaped CPW monopole antenna. (b) Array of 128 Z-shaped CPW monopole elements.
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4. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a low-complexity hybrid
precoder and a 2D printed antenna array for 5G wireless
applications. The complexity of hybrid precoder based on
ZF algorithm incurred by direct inversion of large size matrix
is greatly reduced by Neumann series approximation. The

error performance of this proposed hybrid algorithm is com-
parable with the fully digital precoding algorithm with
reduced complexity. Also, the 128-element antenna array
designed using inkjet printing technology shows an excellent
gain of 27.34 dB at the frequency of 2.4GHz with the return
loss of −15dB. The proposed antenna array, integrated by
16 subarray modules each comprising 8 Z-shaped CPW
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Figure 7: (a) 2D model of gain radiation pattern of the 128-antenna array at phi = 0 deg. (b) 2D model of gain radiation pattern of the
128-antenna array at phi = 90 deg.
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Figure 6: (a) S-parameter graph of 128-element array. (b) S-parameter graph of single Z-shaped element.
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monopole elements, generates multibeam radiation pattern
to facilitate the multiuser transmission of 5G networks. This
confirms that the proposed 2D flexible printed antenna array
is feasible for future 5G applications.
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